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Assessment Report 
PART 1: CONTACT & PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 

Report Year and Contact Information: 

 
2019-2020  Justin Fuller  Jfuller7@cnm.edu    

 Academic Year  Contact Person  Email    

 

Name of Program: Courses: 

Geography Degree GEOG 1110 GEOG 1110L GEOG 1130 
 

 
 
PART 2: PROGRAM SUMMARY 

 

Provide a high-level review of the program to include highlights, successes, challenges, significant changes, and significant resources needed to support the 

program. 

• Geography department has hired a couple of new instructors.  For 2020-2021 academic year there are 5 active (+1 on the call/active list) PT 
instructors & 1 FT instructor.  The other FT instructor is on a yearlong Presidential Fellowship & will be back Fall 2021. 

• GEOG faculty voted to begin using a new textbook for Spring 2021 semester.  Same publisher, shorter book, less expensive for students but with 
instructor ability to access many of the “extras” necessary to help teach geography effectively….maps, animations, virtual field trips, videos, weblinks to 
various scientific and academic organizations. 
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Part 3: DATA REVIEW 

 
Program Data  

(Each Review Year is defined as Summer, Fall, and Spring terms) 

Review Year  

19-20 

Review Year 

18-19 

Review Year 

17-18 

Annual number of graduate awards is greater than 10 1 5 3 

Number of declared majors 21 27 36 

Average class size 18 20 20 

Annual Average class retention rate is 70% or above (SAGE 65%) 84% 86% 87% 

Annual C-Pass rate for coursework is 60% or above 68% 69% 73% 

Average class fill rate at 60% or above capacity within a term or over a year 64% 71% 71% 

Transfer numbers/percent NA 1 (20%) 1 (33%) 

Full-time to part-time faculty ratio 21: 5 28: 9 25: 20 

 
 
 
 

Summarize how your program met or did not meet the target measures based on the data above.  
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• Annual number of graduate awards is greater than 10: This number might have dropped due to less students declaring “Geography” as a 
major? 
• Number of declared majors: Number of declared majors might have dropped due to less interest in the program?  More recruitment by the 
department being present at CNM outreach events. 
• Average class size: Average class size has dropped slightly, seems to have followed a recent trend of the last few years in higher 
education with less students enrolling at universities and colleges across the US?  More seem to be taking DL courses, so more sections have 
opened in DL, some face-to-face classes have closed.  The US & NM state economies seem to have an impact….in better years enrollment 
seems to drop off, and in worse years enrollment seems to pick back up again & is not always noticeable immediately. 
• Annual Average class retention rate is 70% or above (SAGE 65%): The average class retention rate is about the same, dropped a few % 
points but is still above the 70 % mark.  The % drop might be due to more DL courses & the drop rate for those courses might be higher? 
• Annual C-Pass rate for coursework is 60% or above: Annual C-Pass rate for coursework continues to drop slightly, is still above 60 % 
mark. Seems with DL courses that there is a higher number of students with grades of “F” than with face-to-face courses.  Instructor Fuller notices 
a higher # of “A” students, but at same time, higher # of “F” students in his DL courses (which is his most common instruction method over the last 
4 years) compared to face-to-face where more students were in mid- “C” range, and less “A” and “F” grades. 
• Average class fill rate at 60% or above capacity within a term or over a year: This number, average class fill rate at over 60 % is still above 
60 %, but drops along with college-wide trends related to lesser overall enrollment?  Some classes are not as full. Cartography is one, is more of 
a specialty course, needed for Geography degree, so will “make” with lesser numbers, maybe bringing down %?  We also have 15-, 12-, & 8-
week sections, some have good student retention but start & end with smaller # of students. 
• Transfer numbers/percent: N/A 
• Full-time to part-time faculty ratio: There are now 2 full-time faculty and 6 part-time faculty.  A couple of new PT faculty were hired & have 
a UNM GEOG department connection.  One FT faculty member, Marissa Izaak Wald is on a Presidential Fellowship for 2020-2021 academic 
year, so 1 FT faculty member currently teaching leaving more classes available for the PT instructors.  One PT faculty member, Theresa Watson 
is FT faculty in AT and will be retiring from that position but will remain along with husband Rick, as a PT faculty member in both departments.   
 

 

 

 
Part 4: PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOME ANALYSIS.  
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Learning Outcome Population or Course(s) 

Assessed 

Assessment Methods Summary of Assessment Results 

Analyze real-world problems in the 

context of human-environmental 

relationships and interactions and 

communicate results in both written 

and oral forms 

GEOG 1101, GEOG 1192 In-class activities, and Homework assignments. For GEOG 1110L Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%; 

Spring 2020 overall correct responses 

at 96%. 

 

For GEOG 1110 Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%, 

Spring 2020 responses at 100%.  

Describe how human behaviors and 

social structures are reflected in both 

the built and natural environments 

and how diverse social and cultural 

behaviors create varied landscapes 

GEOG 1101, GEOG 1192 In-class activities, and Homework assignments. For GEOG 1110L Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%; 

Spring 2020 overall correct responses 

at 96%. 

 

For GEOG 1110 Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%, 

Spring 2020 responses at 100%. 

Employ critical thinking skills to judge 

the validity of information from 

scientific, spatial, and social 

perspectives and communicate the 

results of quantitative and qualitative 

geographic inquiry. 

GEOG 1101, GEOG 1192 In-class activities, and Homework assignments. For GEOG 1110L Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%; 

Spring 2020 overall correct responses 

at 96%. 

 

For GEOG 1110 Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%, 

Spring 2020 responses at 100%. 
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Learning Outcome Population or Course(s) 

Assessed 

Assessment Methods Summary of Assessment Results 

Utilize geographic tools (maps, 

mapping software, instruments, etc.) 

that support theoretical spatial 

concepts and methodologies 

GEOG 1101, GEOG 1192 In-class activities, and Homework assignments. For GEOG 1110L Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%; 

Spring 2020 overall correct responses 

at 96%. 

 

For GEOG 1110 Courses: Fall 2019, 

overall correct responses at 97%, 

Spring 2020 responses at 100%. 

 
 
 

   

Interpretation of Assessment findings 

Positive assessment results, correct answers for questions asked & assessed above 95% across sections of GEOG 1110 & 1110L that reported data for 2019-
2020 academic year.   

 
 
Part 6: ADDITIONAL ACTION PLAN IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT LEARNING (IF APPROPRIATE) 
 

Upcoming year Changes planned for the upcoming year Data motivating this change 

2020-2021 Hope to recruit more students to Geography as a major. Numbers for both “Graduate Awards” & “Number of 

Declared Majors” have dropped. 
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Upcoming year Changes planned for the upcoming year Data motivating this change 

2020-2021 Better retention rates. Numbers have dropped slightly for a few metrics, possibly 

due to Spring 2020 & move to entirely DL for about ½ of the 

semester.  Larger # of student drops due to move.  Fuller did 

not notice so much in DL courses since students were already 

DL only. 

2020-2021     

 

Please Select all the following that characterize the types of changes described in the above action plan: 
 

☐ Assessment criteria revision ☐ Assessment methodology revision ☐ Assignment revision 

☐ Budgetary reallocation ☐ Change in teaching approach ☐ Course content revision 

☐ Curricular Revision ☐ Faculty training/development ☐ Process revision 

 

 
 
Part 6: COMMENTS  

Use this section to record any comments, notes, or questions from individuals who reviewed this report.  

School Dean:  
 

SAAC Representative:  
 

 


